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INTRODUCTION

The h2 oloo team at the University of Waterloo participated in the
TREC 2019 Deep Learning Track for both the document and passage
(full) ranking tasks. Our primary goal was to validate BERT-based
retrieval techniques that we have been working on [2, 12] in the context of a two-stage retrieval architecture [3] comprising a candidate
document generation stage (driven by “bag of words” techniques)
followed by a reranking stage built around BERT [4], the popular
deep transformer model that takes advantage of massive pretraining
using language modeling tasks.
All of our experiments used the open-source Anserini IR toolkit [9,
10], which is based on the popular open-source Lucene search library, for initial retrieval that feeds the BERT-based rerankers. We
used a pre-0.6.0 release of Anserini based on Lucene version 8.0.
For passage reranking and document reranking of the candidate
lists retrieved with Anserini, we used different codebases, which
will be described in detailed below.
In addition to our own submissions, at the invitation of the track
coordinators, we also prepared a number of baseline runs (to be
more specific, runs that did not take advantage of deep learning)
to enrich the judgment pool. These runs used a variety of query
expansion techniques.

2 PASSAGE RANKING
2.1 Baselines
Our first four runs used BM25 with Anserini’s default parameters,
alone and in conjunction with three different query expansion
approaches based on pseudo-relevance feedback:
• baseline/bm25base_p: BM25 baseline using Anserini’s default
parameters (𝑘 1 = 0.9, 𝑏 = 0.4).
• baseline/bm25base_ax_p: BM25 baseline using Anserini’s default parameters with axiomatic semantic term matching [11].
• baseline/bm25base_prf_p: BM25 baseline using Anserini’s default parameters with probabilistic relevance feedback [13].
• baseline/bm25base_rm3_p: BM25 baseline using Anserini’s default parameters with RM3 query expansion [5].
For all query expansion approaches, we used Anserini’s default
parameters; these exact values are specified as constants in the
class io.anserini.search.SearchArgs.
The next set of four runs were based on BM25 using parameters
tuned with the MS MARCO passage dataset. Since we did not have
sufficient time or resources to tune on the entire dev set, we performed parameter tuning on sampled subsets. Specifically, tuning
was based on five different sets of 10k samples (extracted using
the Linux shuf command). We tuned on each individual set (grid
search on 𝑘 1 and 𝑏 in tenth increments) and then averaged the
optimal parameter values across all five sets, which has the effect

of regularization. We optimized recall@1000 since Anserini output
serves as input to later stage rerankers, and we wanted to maximize
the number of relevant documents the rerankers have to work with.
The tuned parameters using this method are 𝑘 1 = 0.82, 𝑏 = 0.68.
This led to the following four runs:
• baseline/bm25tuned_p: BM25 baseline using tuned parameters
(𝑘 1 = 0.82, 𝑏 = 0.68).
• baseline/bm25tuned_ax_p: BM25 baseline using tuned parameters with axiomatic semantic term matching.
• baseline/bm25tuned_prf_p: BM25 baseline using tuned parameters with probabilistic relevance feedback.
• baseline/bm25tuned_rm3_p: BM25 baseline using tuned parameters with RM3 query expansion.
For all query expansion approaches, we also used Anserini’s default
parameters. Note this likely led to sub-optimal effectiveness, since
it is likely that BM25 parameters need to be tuned in conjunction
with query expansion parameters.

2.2

BERT Runs

The starting point of our deep learning work is the BERT-based
passage reranking model of Nogueira and Cho [7], which has served
as a competitive baseline for the MS MARCO passage ranking
leaderboard since early 2019. In this approach, BERT is used as
a relevance classifier trained on query–passage pairs. To this, we
added doc2query [8], a document expansion technique that takes
advantage of a neural sequence-to-sequence model (also trained
on the query–passage pairs). These two techniques were combined
into the following submitted runs:
• h2oloo/p_bert: We retrieved the top 1000 passages for each
query with tuned BM25 and then reranked the passages with the
BERT-based relevance classifier [7].
• h2oloo/p_exp_bert: Prior to indexing, we expanded each passage using doc2query [8]. To generate diverse expansions, we
used two different models: the first is a from-scratch trained
model on MS MARCO passage data and the second is the TREC
CAR model made available by Nogueira et al., which is exactly
the same model used in their paper. We used top 10 sampling
for decoding (as recommended by the authors) and simply took
the union of the expansions generated by both models. The expansions were appended to the original passages to form an
expanded collection. This expanded collection was then indexed
with Anserini, which we queried using tuned BM25, followed by
reranking with the BERT-based classifier [7].
• h2oloo/p_exp_rm3_bert: After expanding and indexing the collection as described for h2oloo/p_exp_bert, we retrieved the
top 1000 passages with tuned BM25 and RM3 query expansion,

Run

AP

nDCG@10

baseline/bm25base_p
baseline/bm25base_ax_p
baseline/bm25base_prf_p
baseline/bm25base_rm3_p

0.3013
0.3745
0.3561
0.3390

0.5058
0.5511
0.5372
0.5180

baseline/bm25tuned_p
baseline/bm25tuned_ax_p
baseline/bm25tuned_prf_p
baseline/bm25tuned_rm3_p

0.2903
0.3632
0.3684
0.3377

0.4973
0.5461
0.5536
0.5231

h2oloo/p_bert
h2oloo/p_exp_bert
h2oloo/p_exp_rm3_bert

0.4677
0.4749
0.5049

0.7380
0.7336
0.7422

IDST/idst_bert_p1

0.5030

0.7645

• baseline/bm25base_ax: BM25 baseline using default parameters with axiomatic semantic term matching.
• baseline/bm25base_prf: BM25 baseline using default parameters with probabilistic relevance feedback.
• baseline/bm25base_rm3: BM25 baseline using default parameters with RM3 query expansion.
These four runs mirror the four baselines in the passage retrieval
condition described in the previous section.
In addition, we submitted four runs using BM25 parameters
tuned with the MS MARCO document data. Similar to the passage condition, tuning was performed on five different sets of 10k
samples from the training queries (grid search on parameters in
tenth increments). The final setting was the average of the optimal
parameters across all five sets. We optimized for average precision.
• baseline/bm25tuned: BM25 baseline using tuned parameters
(𝑘 1 = 3.44, 𝑏 = 0.87).
• baseline/bm25tuned_ax: BM25 baseline using tuned parameters with axiomatic semantic term matching.
• baseline/bm25tuned_prf: BM25 baseline using tuned parameters with probabilistic relevance feedback.
• baseline/bm25tuned_rm3: BM25 baseline using tuned parameters with RM3 query expansion.

Table 1: Passage ranking results.

the results of which are then reranked with the BERT-based
relevance classifier.

2.3

Results

Results of our passage ranking runs are shown in Table 1. Note that
NIST judgments were provided on a four-point scale: (3) perfectly
relevant, (2) highly relevant, (1) related, and (0) irrelevant. For
the purposes of computing nDCG, all grades were used, but for
computing AP, grade (1) related judgments were not considered
relevant.1 For reference, we show results from the best submitted
run in terms of nDCG@10 (idst_bert_p1). On a per-team basis in
terms of nDCG@10, we ranked number two among all participants,
based on our best run (p_exp_rm3_bert). However, in terms of AP,
p_exp_rm3_bert was the best submitted run in the evaluation.
Interestingly, we note that the effectiveness of our tuned runs
is not much different (and in some cases lower) than the corresponding runs with default BM25 parameters. The reason appears
to be that we performed parameter tuning using the sparse MS
MARCO judgments, whereas the official evaluation used the dense
judgments from NIST assessors. This suggests that parameters may
not generalize across different “styles” of relevance judgments.
Our main runs nicely show an increase in effectiveness with
growing sophistication of the applied technique. Starting from
BERT-based reranking, adding document expansion improves AP
(but not nDCG@10), and further introducing query expansion
yields even more improvements (in both metrics).

3.2

𝑆 𝑓 = 𝛼 · 𝑆 doc + (1 − 𝛼) ·

𝑛
Õ

𝑤 𝑖 · 𝑆𝑖

(1)

𝑖=1

where 𝑆 doc is the original document score and 𝑆𝑖 is the 𝑖-th top
scoring sentence according to BERT. In other words, the relevance
score of a document comes from the combination of a documentlevel term-matching score and evidence contributions from the
top sentences in the document as determined by the BERT model.
Typically, we find that 𝑛 = 3 achieves optimal effectiveness (and in
some cases, 𝑛 = 1). The parameters 𝛼 and 𝑤𝑖 ’s are learned.
The sentence-level relevance classifier can be trained with the
MS MARCO passage data, although we have found that BERT is able
to transfer models of relevance across domains [2]. For example,
data from the TREC Microblog Tracks [6] are useful for ranking
newswire documents (a completely different domain). Since those
data comprise (query, tweet, relevance judgment) triples and tweets
are quite short, they can be used to directly fine-tune BERT as
well. In more detail, we began with a BERT model that has already
been fine-tuned on the MS MARCO passage data, and then further
fine-tune with the microblog data.

3 DOCUMENT RANKING
3.1 Baselines
Our first four runs used BM25 with default parameters (𝑘 1 = 0.9, 𝑏 =
0.4), alone and in conjunction with three different query expansion
approaches based on pseudo-relevance feedback (all using Anserini
default parameters):
• baseline/bm25base: BM25 baseline using default parameters
(𝑘 1 = 0.9, 𝑏 = 0.4).
1 In

BERT Runs

Our work on BERT for ranking documents [2, 12] was motivated
by the inability of the relevance classifier of Nogueira and Cho [7]
to handle long spans of text, as BERT has a 512 token limit. We
have discovered a surprisingly simple solution [2]. Given an initial
ranked list of documents, we segment each into sentences, and then
apply inference (with the relevance classifier) over each sentence
separately, after which sentence-level scores are aggregated to yield
a final score for ranking documents.
Specifically, we combine the top 𝑛 sentence scores with the
original document score as follows:

trec_eval, this is specified using the -l 2 option.
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Run

AP

nDCG@10

baseline/bm25base
baseline/bm25base_ax
baseline/bm25base_prf
baseline/bm25base_rm3

0.2443
0.2452
0.2542
0.2772

0.5190
0.4730
0.5106
0.5169

baseline/bm25tuned
baseline/bm25tuned_ax
baseline/bm25tuned_prf
baseline/bm25tuned_rm3

0.2318
0.2816
0.2759
0.2700

0.5140
0.5245
0.5281
0.5485

h2oloo/bm25_marcomb
h2oloo/bm25exp_marco
h2oloo/bm25exp_marcomb

0.3229
0.3030
0.3190

0.6403
0.6399
0.6456

IDST/idst_bert_v3

0.3137

0.7257

big gap between runs from the IDST group and our group. However,
in terms of AP, bm25_marcomb was the best submitted run in the
evaluation. Since nDCG@10 is an early precision metric, this rank
swap is perhaps not surprising.
Looking at the baselines: as with the passage retrieval runs,
tuned BM25 performed worse than BM25 with default parameters.
However, with query expansion, tuning generally improved both
metrics, although AP for RM3 appears to be an outlier.
Our BERT-based runs reveal two interesting findings: First, runs
bm25_marcomb and bm25exp_marcomb form a contrastive pair, and
shows that document expansion (at least with our implementation)
does not appear to improve results (in fact, AP degrades slightly).
Second, runs bm25exp_marco and bm25exp_marcomb form another
contrastive pair, and shows that (additionally) fine-tuning the BERT
relevance classifier on microblog data improves effectiveness. This
confirms our previous finding [2] that BERT is able to effectively
perform cross-domain relevance transfer.

Table 2: Document ranking results.
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Results

Document ranking results are shown in Table 2. Note that NIST
judgments were provided on a four-point scale: (3) perfectly relevant, (2) highly relevant, (1) relevant, and (0) irrelevant. The scale
was defined in a slightly different way from the passage ranking
task, and thus the metrics were computed differently as well. For
the purposes of computing nDCG, all grades were used, and for
computing AP, grade (1) relevant judgments were also considered
relevant (unlike in the passage case). However, for fair comparison
between the “full ranking” and “reranking” conditions, all submitted runs were truncated to 100 hits per query.2 For reference, we
show results from the best submitted run in terms of nDCG@10
(idst_bert_v3). On a per-team basis in terms of nDCG@10, we
ranked number two among all participants. There appears to be a
2 In

trec_eval, this is specified using the -M 100 option.
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